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Welcome to the September Cloudhopper News.
Hi everybody and welcome once again to your
latest offering of all things to do with
Cloudhoppers. What we might lack in content ,
we make up for with topical journalism.
Limited flying has returned all be it still
focussing on social distancing, and I also went to
the recent Annex one meet at Sackville Lodge.
This featured a meeting with Mark Shortman from
the Civil Aviation Authority to talk about future
policy over Homebuilding.
There has been movement on the secondhand front with the newcomer to hopping buying
a brand-new bottom end.
It’s also very sad to comment on the
passing of two old souls who were very active in
hopping over the years.
Finally, we discuss the forthcoming One
Man Meet which due to the covid-19 ruling will be
very different to any past year. The 38th annual
event was in serious doubt but thanks to the
organisers, it looks set to be okay, let’s hope we
get decent weather for the event.
For anyone who is interested, I’ve written a
book on various subjects- details here.
Any correspondence , please send to:
Steve Roake -the Editor, at the Email address:
steve.roake33@gmail.com
Now let’s dive into the Newsletter.
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1,Ed Speak- Pressure is off – I’m legal for another year.
Finally, I managed to join up with the members of the 3/4/40 club and
conduct a flyout. This was organised by Jonathan Harris who found a
perfect farm which was socially distanced in every way from masses of
people and we had a five nm distance in all directions where we weren’t
Bothering folk.
Amongst thirteen other balloons I arrived in Garford, near Abingdon
over the bank holiday weekend at 6am for a very light bimble. I was one
of five hoppers present and conducted three flights in one hour and
twenty minutes to achieve the standard required to keep my license valid.
The weather leading up to the weekend had been very promising,
however the weekend was in doubt because the weather turned slightly
leading up to the Monday. Luckily whilst the winds were very light and
variable flying was possible.

Lovely photo from Garford, Abingdon by Stuart Skinner.
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I was delighted to get the monkey off my back in terms of achieving the
minimum requirement for staying valid and now look forward to just going
flying without having things I needed to sort out.
The other bonus of flying is the chance to get the kit up to the
specification you choose to run and so I have added the “bag for
life” to keep the crown line separate, and following a chat with John
Yarrow, he made some envelope straps to assist with when we pack
away .
The annual One Man Meet(OMM), has come around once again
and with it all the planning that goes with organising an event. Nobody
realises just what John and Wendy put into creating something we can all
enjoy including prospective site visits and ensuring we stay within the everchanging rules imposed upon us.
Then finally as you will see elsewhere , I have somehow found time
to create a book (a real first for me). If any of you are mad enough to
want to part with your hard-earned money to be hopefully entertained by
me, I have enclosed details of how to purchase and whilst there is no
pressure to buy , avoiding poverty would be nice( I’m only saying).
Potentially, an early Christmas present to your soon to be ex friends? LOL.
Stay safe , Take care out there . Steve Roake- Editor.
2, Essential Extras – Feast to Famine once again.
Having given you not one but two essential extras last month, reality bites
once more with nothing to tempt you with this time around. Not every
month is it possible to emerge with those things that are going to be a
valuable asset to your flying . This doesn’t mean we are satisfied and
should you have an object or idea with the way you fly that it would
benefit others to know, then , here is the place to do it so please get in
touch and let the world know.
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3,The Features Section
Interesting People in Hopping(No. 5) meets –Chris Sainger Davies.
A lot of people will know Chris Sainger Davies because he’s been around
a while and is known for being the main man behind Lindstrand Media
and was an employee of LBL Balloons ltd. Known for having the odd
Airship and a hopper or four.
1, Hi Chris and thanks for your time. So just a bit of Background on Chris
Where are you from, what age are you and what did/do you do as jobs?
Grew up in the Cotswold’s, which is where I started flying then moved
about a bit, Building Surveyor by trade not done that for many years.
2, It seems you are a bit of everything . Am I right you are an
Airship Instructor , Commercial pilot , ex sales guy, and hopper exponent?
A bit of everything his about right Yes Hot Air Airship Instructor and
Examiner plus inspector also for Balloons as well. Worked for Sky balloon
and Lindstrand over the years mainly Sales but also testing, (funny I used
to say I was a test pilot cos it sounded funny and got a great response)
and rigging etc.
3, what age did you get your license and how many hours P1 do you
have , and roughly how many in hoppers?
Was 23 when I got my balloon license, and have roughly 2500 hrs., no idea
in hoppers as I never broke it down.
4, when you started flying at what stage did you find your first hopper
experience , how did this start and whose idea was it ? Do you have a
reason why you think these are so popular these days?
Was probably in 1993 when I was flying commercial in Germany and I had
a day off so I went and flew an air chair (so not technically a hopper)
but one-person balloon, strapped and extra cylinder to the front so I
had some duration and went to 10,000 ft after sitting on the top of a
240 that the company was flying at the time. As for being popular
guess they are just different and don’t need or so many crew or
trailers etc.
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5, Can you remember your first experience in a hopper .Where and when
? and how did you know you wanted one for yourself?
See the above, did not think I needed one as I was flying commercially so
little time to play with so called “toys”.

Chris recently completed this homebuilt Hopper envelope.
G-CJIP is an Aero 31 AM9 started in 2016.
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6, Of all the memorable flights you have had in a Cloudhopper, which
one was the best and why?
Probably that first one. When I took off I was leaning forward and every
time I pulled the turn vent I knocked the seatbelt clip holding me in, was
OK after the first 45mins when I leveled out due to the cylinder being
empty.
7, Any moments in hoppers you’d care to share ?
None that stick out more than others that I can think of, although taking
part in one of the infamous hopper stacks that VABC used to do they
were always fun.
8, Can you imagine a time now without hoppers, seeing as I believe you
own four now?
Lol four is it, that many you are referring to are obviously envelopes of
course. I wish I had 4 hopper bottom ends lol I still have the original Pepsi
that is certified to go under all the envelopes I have in the garage.
9, Please tell the audience how your love of flying hoppers in different
countries came about and in particular an event where you’ve loved it
most, and how this has opened up other possibilities?
Besides the first flight in Germany I don’t think I have flown hoppers any
other country! Oh wait, if you count tethering as flying France and Austria
can be added to the list the Austrian one was an old Velcro rip Raven (I
think) called Froggy those that know it will know the one I mean.
10, Recently you have completed a home-built hopper. Was this your first
sewing experience ? and looking back on the project , what are the highs
and lows of completing your own envelope?
I had done a few sewing course at various factories as part of on-going
maintenance course etc., but not from start to finish like the home build
was. I made the Nomex wire protectors out of old Balloons over Bagan
envelopes while flying out there one season hence the burgundy wire
protectors (well the Nomex was free as the balloons were dead) and
when you turn the Nomex inside out it still has the original colour.
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Used some old flying wires from a dead Balloon so lots of up cycling if that
what you want to call it. Lows it sat in the bag under my desk for too long.
First test inflation and no over sews was nice. Oh, and it looked ok as well
lol
Ed- Many thanks for that Chris, if you know of someone I need to feature in
this section please let me know.
Email: Steve.roake33@gmail.com
Socially distanced flying in Oxfordshire
A couple of weeks ago I got to fly the hopper as part of a club flyout by the
3/4/40 balloon club from a farm site in Garfold, near Abingdon. The location
was kept quiet right up until the last moment because they wanted to
ensure that just pilots and crew turned up without the public or spotters.
The ironic thing was when I arrived at the location around 6am, the first
person I bumped into was a known spotter who had obviously been
informed by someone.
Proceeding into the farms land, it was a fair drive onto their land until
eventually I found the chosen place. There, alongside the farm track was
my fellow club members and crews in what eventually turned out to be
fourteen hot air balloons. After a socially distanced briefing we all spread
out across a massive launch field having watched a pie-ball balloon go
straight up into the air.
My goal from my impending flight was to get current which in my
case involved 3 more flights of not less than 6 mins duration. With my crew
member Jim Findlay, we proceeded to the far side of the field and
alongside three other balloons, started to assemble the hopper. Still brand
new, (this was only its second outing), I needed to adopt the craft to my
own personal fitting and as you know subtle things need adapting and you
like to gear the craft up to the way you wish it to perform. In my case this
was merely adding a “bag for life” for the crown line and getting some
envelope ties for when packing away.
With the winds being pretty light and variable completing the first
Two goals was easy enough to complete. I drifted low level across the
Launch field and completed the two tasks . Delighted by this, now
I could once again just fly for the sake of flying without any
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burden upon myself to complete. I now chose to follow the other balloons
drifting out of the launch field at around a knot of speed. Just the other
side of the field we were in was a grass airstrip and parked at the lefthand end were three Gazelle helicopters. However, I was heading
another direction and was chugging towards a solar power array farm. By
this time the novelty of a slow flight was wearing thin and despite my best
efforts at various heights I couldn’t find more than 3 knots. Occasionally it
is lovely to mess around in a launch field for a while and just enjoy the feel
of being airborne but now I wanted to go somewhere else.
There were around five hoppers present that morning .Martin
Mitchell was intent to play in the launch field whilst Ron Griffin, David Head
and Chris Dobson were all ahead of me in their Cameron O types and
Ron’s homebuilt.
Clearly this would turn into a waiting game. Whilst I have the same
goal for this hopper as I did for G-CJWY(i.e. an average of an hour for
each and every flight), On this occasion I could get time in the logbook
but it wasn’t the most scintillating way of achieving it. I could see where
the others were finishing their flights and this became a target (bearing in
mind most of the land was owned by the farmer who had let us use his
field, so no landowner problems), but I would have to work to get there as
at some heights it was now flat calm.
I instructed Jim over the radio of my intentions and suggested he
got to the field of choice in preparation to help get me into it as it was so
slow, but eventually found a small wind drift that got me going in the right
direction.
From the weather perspective, this was a glorious morning with plus
10km views of middle England on a lovely morning, and being part of a
fourteen balloon flyout was magical, I was just getting greedy now and
would have loved 5 to 7 knots .
It wasn’t to be but we persevered and eventually after one hour
and twenty mins I ended up in the field of choice . Most had already
packed away, but we took our time and having brought our breakfast
and flasks with us proceeded to then take it.
I had achieved all I had set out to do thankfully and with Jim’s help
Had a lovely morning flying . Thanks to Jonathan and Chris for setting
this up for everyone, but next time , I’m going somewhere lol.
Total distance travelled in one hour and twenty mins, 1.3 nm.
At least the retrieve was easy .
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The 3rd Annual Annex 1 Meet.
In very controlled conditions, as stipulated By Tim Wilkinson, the 3rd annual
Annex 1 meet took place at Sackville Lodge in Riseley Bedfordshire
recently. Tim is the instigator, and leading light on homebuilding in the UK,
and is passionate about it and helping others achieve their desires.
With advice on how to arrive( i.e. fully catered for, with your own
refreshments and accommodation catered for), I arrived on the Friday
afternoon not expecting too much. Obviously, I was there to glean as
much information about homebuilding as possible for the newsletter but
felt a bit of an imposter as I haven’t built anything in my life and think I’d
struggle to commit to such a venture,( however never say never).
One other reason for attending this time around , besides the fact I
had my hopper with me (just in case I snuck a flight in), was because Mark
Shortman of the CAA was going to talk to those present about the future
plans for homebuilding from the CAA’s perspective.
I also wanted to assist Stuart Skinner with an issue he had on the old
H-34 G-BYNW he had purchased from me. There would be plenty to see
and do and it’s always good to see projects on the go in Tim’s Build shop.
Another plus point was I was also trialling my new tent, so a shake down
test is always valuable.
Friday evening briefing arrived and 20 knots at a thousand feet puts
off the bravest of balloonists let alone a hopper pilot. Plan B was invoked,
which involved Sweet and Sour Chinese with rice on the camping stove
followed by sociable beers in the clubhouse and a reasonably early night.
Saturday arrived with no need for a briefing, tree tops were busy but
the first night’s rest in the new tent (purchased with hopping in mind) was
a roaring success. Space was good, plenty of room and a usable front
area which could double up for hopper storage all got the thumbs up.
A foray to the workshop included a test session with a new
Cameron Burner , checking on a special shape being built and running
through some thoughts about the way forward for Annex 1. Lunchtime
came and went and then we enjoyed the sight and sounds of not one
but two spitfires doing aerobatics overhead .
I would say to anyone who hasn’t visited Sackville Lodge recently,
the new clubhouse is lovely , and if you aren’t a lover of caravans
or canvass, Tim now has accommodation pods to rent. The
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weather was due to die down according to the forecast for the evening
flight and so when we went to the briefing it was obvious some would fly .
Ironically having moaned about too little wind on my last outing I didn’t
feel brave enough to fly on this occasion and for me it was the right
choice. 11knots at 1000feet is okay in a basket , but in terrain which is
predominantly open with little tree cover to get behind, I didn’t fancy a
brisk hop but helped Ron Griffin launch in his.
A fair number flew but mainly basket balloons which I would have
flown myself if I had one. Still, a glorious sight to see stuff taking off in the
evening skies with an Auster aircraft overhead watching on.
Back once again for food , whilst my crew Buddy Jim had blagged
a flight with Mark Stelling . I’m always pleased to be able to eat when you
can and Lennie Vaughan proved the point later after a few drinks and no
grub couldn’t walk in a straight line, Helen having to lead her man back
to their caravan.
More social beers with the returning crews and another swift exit to
the budget accommodation option( which I love).
Sunday morning and once again the option to fly had evaporated.
We mustered for a listen to Mark Shortman who was outlining the CAA’s
position on Annex 1 balloons. Paul Spellward and Colin Butter had driven
up to join in and a discussion followed on proposals to move forward with
Annex 1. I’m not going to publish what was said because it was only a
discussion on the subject and will wait until Mark puts the CAA’s ideas into
print. It seems the Annex 1 category is the only one left with is without
some form of control legislatively , this will change but those present had
the chance to challenge proposals and amendments may occur before
any changes take place. It seems there is an opportunity for the Annex 1
community to take control of their destiny to a certain degree if they can
organise themselves along the lines of the LAA community.
Following on from this, Tim emerged from one of his hangers with a
recent purchase which is a K13 glider. With a winch launch at the other
end of the field , anyone who wanted a flight, got a go with the instructor.
For me this was a return to my teenage years where all I did most
weekends was go gliding. Seeing people’s faces after their initial
flights was great and it was a pleasure to do ground handling once
again. Finally, a group of us went up to the far end of the airfield
and inflated Stuart’s Cameron H-34 G-BYNW to check some
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rigging issues with a successful conclusion. He then stayed on to fly it on
the Monday morning .
Whilst this year’s Annex 1 meet was down on numbers, everyone still
agreed how successful it had been and with something like 39 home build
balloons in the UK currently it looks like the number is set to rise further.
Let’s just hope they retain the freedoms they currently enjoy.
The Passing of a Legend – Don Piccard
Even if you didn’t know the man , you will have heard of the Piccard
family. Don Piccard sadly passed away this month aged 95 leaving
behind a pioneering trail for all of us to benefit from. This is the “God
Father” of Cloudhopping, who in the 60’s hopped on a small envelope
side saddle and created over night the embryo of what we have today.
Together with Ed Yolst, the two men started the revolution that became
Cloudhopping.
I am saddened I never got to meet the great man himself but was
amazed when I started Cloudhoppers on Yahoo groups in 2004 that the
first person who asked for membership was Don himself. How could I deny
the man who created what is such a beautiful thing that we all take for
granted today. You must remember that he was doing this in the 60’s and
commercially available hoppers didn’t appear until the early 80’s.
I bet those twenty years in between had some epic but scary
moments. Obviously, the whole community thanks him for what he has
done for us all and we send heartfelt commiserations to the family he
leaves behind.
Don Piccard 1925-2020, Rip and thank you Sir.
And Another, Derry Moore
Shortly after the passing of Don Piccard , we also got the news that Derry
Moore had passed on at a similar age. Derry was renowned for his
ownership of G-LORY Thunder Ax4-31Z which survives him with Andy Booth.
Derry was a very giving person who loved passionately his flying, and
once again will be sorely missed by family and friends .
Sadly, we also extend our condolences to his family .
Derry Moore 1924-2020 Rip.
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4,New Balloons / Homebuilding
Cameron Balloons recently advised me of the sale of another of their very
successful Millennium Hopper bottom ends. This happened to coincide
with the sale of a second-hand envelope (see below) and brings further
new blood into our sport . Separately, I also know of two new hoppers in
build , one for this year and one for 2021.
5,Second Hand balloons
One transaction linked to the above purchase of the new bottom end
sees Ian Jones join our community . I was aware of the sale of this craft for
some months now and it sees Ian marry the new Cameron Bottom end to
the lovely Colt 31A G-BXXU. This is arguably the nicest Colt 31 left out there
and has for many years been the craft of use by Peter Mossman.
As we come to press I also hear that Martin Rowlands has bought G-GELI
The old Steve Burden lightweight Colt 31A.

G-BXXU Colt 31A, now with a “Millennium” Bottom end and a
new owner.
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When in Lockdown – write a book.
Slightly off topic, but please bear with me, during lockdown with time on
my hands and a multitude of written stories, on various subjects , I decided
the time was right to collate them all together in one place and make a
book out of my observations, anecdotes, ballooning tales and some
things I witnessed in my Formula One years.
On top of that I’ve also included some fictional content which
includes sexual content, so beware if you fancy a read, I have prewarned you, so please don’t be offended.
The book will be available through the website www.lulu.com and
has ISBN number 978-1-71658-942-3 . Yours for £14-99. It does come in
other currencies and is printed in the USA in a paperback format.
I hope you enjoy the read.

My first ever published book.
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The Annual One-Man Meet -is still currently on (9th -11th October).
As this goes to theoretical press, as far as I know, the event is still going
ahead. We all await details on how it’s going to operate from John and
Wendy, but to my knowledge a fair few are up for attending.
If it does go ahead as planned, then I’ll report back from the event
with whatever happens.
6,Interesting Photos

Cameron H-34 G-BRKL got a pre OMM airing
Recently by Trev Read.
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7,Manufacturer News and Events
UK Licenses
Following on from last month’s discussion about licenses and what UK
pilots prefer, James McDonald held a pole to see where the majority of
Pilots wish their licenses to originate. Surprisingly the results were emphatic.
87% of those polled want to retain the UK system and UK licenses that we
have now and only 13% wish to switch to the EASA style ones being
pushed in some quarters of the BBAC.
Now that the BBAC Committee are aware of their members wishes
let’s hope they act accordingly going forward.
Interesting development
With thanks to Paul Stumpf for posting it on Facebook, there was a new
craft flying which was designed by Mike Kuehlmuss. This unique craft is a
cross between a hopper and an airship, and is called the “Hopper
Chopper”.
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All the interest is in the bottom end which features a gondola which has a
fan attached at the rear that does both the inflation and provides
forward power during flight. The fuel tank is laid down along the length of
the small one-man gondola, which features a recumbent seat with a feet
forward position. The burner is attached to a pivoting mechanism which
enables the inflation to take place over the fan and then as the balloon is
inflated then swivels to an upright position for the actual flight.

Big scoop on the prototype.
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Behind the fan is a rudder mechanism to give you the ability to steer the
craft. Whilst this a prototype and things such as the wheels need
enlarging, praise indeed is due to the designer for the concept.

If this gets developed further then there is big scope for a lot of fun
depending upon the weight and the size of envelope needed to lift the
craft and passenger. Many thanks to Paul Stumpf for highlighting this
innovation.
Video clips of the inflation and subsequent flight are on the
Cloudhopper’s page on Facebook for those who are interested further.
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Solo Systems actively supports Cloudhopper News .
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8,The Photo section
This section of the Newsletter is dedicated to choices of the Editor who
tries to bring to you rare and interesting photos which you may not
necessarily see in normal life and wouldn’t expect to find when
surfing the internet.

Beautiful Colt 69A Duo Chariot.
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Seen and sent in by Paul Kirby, G-SIPP LBL35A
got a recent airing.
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And finally
Late September saw us achieve 1548 members on Facebook which is up
again by twelve on last month’s figure. Thanks to everyone for your
support and please keep spreading the word wider.
Hoppers are only going to get more and more popular as pilots migrate to
the most efficient way to fly with the best efficiency for your money.
Submissions may not be the views of The Editor but are as far as possible
unmodified to retain their authenticity.
Please send all submissions for future editions to Steve.roake33@gmail.com
Ó Cloudhoppers.org
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